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montana 
kaiminIn B r i e f . .Committee to narrow 
candidate list
The Presidential Search 
Committee will meet in a 
private session Monday to 
narrow the list of candi­
dates for the UM presi­
dency, committee Chair­
man Martin Burke said 
Wednesday.
The committee will send 
the names of three finalists 
to the Board of Regents, 
which will meet Friday, 
May 25, in Billings with 
the candidates.
Burke said he expects 
the regents to reach a 
decision that weekend.
The five candidates the 
committee will choose 
from are George Dennison, 
Dale Nitzschkc, Patrick 
O ’Rourke, Sheila Steams 
and John Van de Wetering.
On Monday, Terry van 
der Werff, one of the six 
semifinalists, withdrew his 
name from consideration.
ASUM 
discusses 
proposed 
fee increase
The ASUM Senate 
discussed a proposed fee 
increase that would cover 
increased UC operating 
costs, maintenance and 
would help pay for 
installing better lighting in 
the atrium.
ASUM President Chris 
Warden said the senate 
wasn’t prepared to act on 
the issue but would vote on 
it next week.
5"S£
University of Montana 
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Missoula, Montana 
May 17, 1990
UM FRESHMAN Eric Plummer takes a shot at the basket in the rain 
Wednesday on the court by Aber Hall. Plummer's teammates (left to right) 
sophomore Corey Taule and freshman Nate Kiefer look on.
Photo by Paijp M fla liw
Stephens says he’s committed to earth in answer to petition
By Zac Jennings 
Kaimin Reporter
On April 27, a group of 10 UM students 
presented a petition to Gov. Stan Stephens 
calling for action on environmental issues. 
Stephens, in a recent letter, said he does 
enough already.
J. V. Bennett, who was the UM campus 
coordinator for the Earth Day celebration, 
as well as “Captain Earth Day,” submitted 
a declaration calling for Stephens and the 
rest of Montana’s leaders to give special 
attention to the part of the state’s 
Constitution that reads: “The state and 
each person shall maintain and improve a 
clean and healthful environment in Mon­
tana for present and future generations.” 
Also included in the declaration, which 
was accompanied by a petition bearing 
about 800 signatures, were a number of 
environmental demands.
The governor responded in a letter dated 
May 9 that says he is committed to the 
environment. The letter cites his involve­
ment in the cleanup of spilled fuels and 
hazardous wastes at the Burlington North­
ern rail yards in Livingston as an example 
of the governor’s commitment.
Victor Bjomberg, Stephens’ press aide, 
said Wednesday that the governor is also 
working closely with the Clark Fork Coa­
lition in their effort to clean up the wastes 
that have found their way into the Clark 
Fork River through the years.
Stephens was at home and could not be
1 • T  he governor’s 
not shirking his 
duty and he’s not 
going to please J.V. 
Bennett on 
everything he’s 
doing.”
— Victor Bjornberg
reached for comment.
Bjomberg added a story that appeared 
in the Kaimin on May 1 implied the peti­
tioners “got a cold shoulder” from the 
governor. The governor was in Billings 
that day, so the group talked to Bjomberg 
instead, the press secretary said, adding he 
had cooperated with all the group’s re­
quests, including taking their picture in the 
Capitol Rotunda.
Bennett agreed, saying he had not mean t 
to suggest that the governor’s staff had not 
been polite.
“They were very courteous and I don’t 
think I ever indicated they weren’t,” the 
activist said, explaining that the group had 
known of Stephens’ trip to Billings but had 
decided to present the petition anyway.
Bennett said he did not expect Stephens’ 
response.
“This letter from him was a pleasant 
surprise,” Bennett said. But he added he 
was not impressed with the governor’s
reply.
“It was an interesting letter on a couple 
of levels,” he said.
Bennett complained that the tone of the 
letter was patronizing, almost as if the 
governor were telling him “Never mind, 
young man, you don’t know what you’re 
talking about.”
Bjomberg replied, “That was not the 
tone that it was submitted in,” adding that 
the governor took the request seriously.
Bennett said he felt insulted by part of 
the governor’s letter that says, “I believe 
that just a little research on your part will 
show you that this administration has acted 
to maintain” Montana’s environment.
That statement is “absurd,” Bennett 
said. He said he and other environmental­
ists had studied Stephens’ policies since 
he entered office.
Bennett called Stephens’ use of the 
example of the Livingston rail yards part 
of the “flimflam act I expected.
“That’s great that he’s done what he’s 
supposed to be doing,” but it isn’t enough, 
Bennett said. Stephens’ administration has 
not shown initiative on environmental 
issues, he said, adding, “I don’ t see how he 
can say that he isn’t non-environmental, if 
not outright anti-environmentalist.”
He said the governor has been involved 
in an effort to require that a cash bond be 
required before an appeal to an Environ­
mental Impact Statement can be filed.
See "Stephens," pg. 8.
MSU mourns 
student deaths
Police still puzzled about motive
By Laurel McDonald
Kaimin Reporter
and The Associated Press
BOZEMAN— Montana Slate University mourned 
two of its students today as police continued to puzzle 
over why a student opened fire with a sawed-off 
shotgun in a dormitory hallway.
James Clevenger, 19, of Billings, and Brian Boe­
der, also 19, from Plymouth, Minn., both freshmen, 
died early Tuesday of their wounds. More than 1,000 
stunned students, including the victims’ families 
jammed a memorial service for the pair today in the 
student union, according to Marilyn Wessel, MSU’s 
director of communications and special assistant to 
the president.
Wessel said in a Wednesday phone interview that 
the mood at the memorial service was “subdued ... 
deeply, deeply sad.” President William Tietz spoke at 
the service and “urged students to reach out to one 
another and provide comfort among themselves,” 
Wessel added.
The MSU student body president, Mariah East­
man, who also spoke at the service, said in a phone 
interview, “I felt responsibility to address not only 
friends of Brian and James but the student body” also.
“Everybody on campus is going to be changed by 
this in some way,” Eastman said, adding that “there’s 
nothing any of us can say to comfort those who are 
grieving.” The only comfort is with each other, she 
said. Eastman said MSU honored the memories of the 
dead yesterday but today they will try to accept the 
tragedy and begin the healing process.
Eastman said many tears and hugs were shared by 
students following the service.
General feelings on campus are hard to describe, 
Eastman said, adding that “if there’s a feeling, it’s 
shock. The campus is very subdued; you can feel 
iL...it’s actually quiet in our student union building.”
MSU still hasn’t accepted the reality of the shoot­
ings, she said, adding it “still hasn’t sank in.”
The dual slaying shocked the Bozeman campus.
Police Chief Dick Boyer said both victims were 
shot multiple times with a 12-gauge sawed-off shot­
gun that had a pistol grip.
Brett Byers, a 19-year-old freshman majoring in 
business management, was arrested a few hours after 
the shooting about 90 miles from the campus, near 
Helena, after a high-speed chase.
Outside the memorial service, police said a darker, 
more troubled side to Byers’ personality has emerged 
as investigators continue their search for a motive.
Bozeman Police Chief Dick Boyer said a back­
ground report prepared by the Great Falls Police 
Department for local investigators suggests that Byers 
was a risk-taker who would act on dares.
The chief said Byers was a suspect in two fires at 
his parents’ home, was known to douse tennis balls in 
gasoline and light them on fire as part of target 
practice and, when hunting, tended to shoot at any­
thing that moved.
Byers has had three different roommates since the 
start of the school year and had been linked to rampant 
vandalism at Langford Hall dormitory as both a 
victim and suspect, Boyer said.
It was about 2:20 a.m. Tuesday when the quiet of 
Langford Hall was shattered.
“I thought I heard arguing and then it sounded like 
glass breaking,” said Tim Stoppa, one of the stunned 
dormitory residents. “It didn’t sound like shots and I 
just thought someone was screwing around.”
Another student, who asked not to be identified, 
said the gunman ran down the hallway screaming, 
“Call the police, there’s been a murder,” and left the
See "Deaths," pg. 8.
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Saying goodbye to childhood wishes
"The Candyman can. cause' he mixes it with love and makes 
the w orld taste good"
-Sammy Davis Jr.
"Oh, Kermee"
-M iss  Piggy
The world has become so complicated and our lives so rushed 
that the need for entertainment and entertainers is almost essen­
tial. We need people who can sing, make us laugh, maybe dance 
a little, and perhaps, even teach us something about life and our 
world.
Most of us love to watch someone parade around on stage in 
gaudy jewelry that, somehow, doesn’t look overdone. It ’s fun to 
observe a talented person who actually seems to be performing, 
not for a love of money, but with a desire to entertain. Occasion­
ally, i f  we’ re lucky, a person like this comes along. And, i f  we’re 
even luckier we can watch this person and maybe forget, for a 
while, that rent is due and there is no money in the bank.
Sammy Davis Jr. was that was the kind of entertainer. Davis, 
who was called an entertainment institution, died Wednesday at 
the age of 64 after an eight-month battle with cancer.
As much as we may dislike the Jerry Lewis Labor Day 
Telethon, it was still fun to watch Sammy show up and charm the 
audience into reawakening. It waseven a joy to see him -  cigarette 
in hand -  ham it up with Lewis.
Even those of us who were children during Sammy’s reign 
remember listening to him sing a sweet version of “ The Candy­
man.” We probably joined him with our wavering child-like 
voices.
Most likely, those o f us who were children during Sammy s 
time, were influenced much more by some furrier creatures. These 
critters didn’ t wear jewelry — except for a certain pig who had a 
penchant for accessories. They could sing, however. In fact, one 
little frog sang a mean rendition of “ Being Green.
These animal-like creatures taught us cool number tricks, neat 
things to do with the alphabet and fascinating things about our 
world.
Big Bird, Oscar the Grouch, Kermit the Frog, Miss Piggy, and 
the Cookie Monster even taught us how to act in love and how to
be in a bad mood.
Jim Henson gave all o f these Muppcts life. Henson, 53, died
Wednesday.
Henson created the television show Sesame Street over 20 
years ago to teach inner-city children basic math and spelling 
skills. The show gained popularity and for many parents the 
Muppcts become surrogate pre-school teachers.
It isn’ t often that the world loses entertainers such as Davis and 
Henson. During their lives it would have seemed really bizarre to 
mention them in the same sentence. Yet, they both were gifted 
entertainers, who made us smile, and the world w ill be a little less 
brighter without them.
-Bethany McLaughlin
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Letters
Letters of more than 300 words 
and letters not typed and double 
spaced probably won’t be published.
Letters that don’t include a signa­
ture, valid mailing address, tele­
phone number and student's year 
and major w ill not be published.
A letter should be on a subject of 
university interest and should state 
an opinion.
The Bible’s 
consistency
Editor:
I ’ve been a Christian for over a year 
now, and I believe whole-heartedly in 
God’s word (the Bible). However, I do 
not shelter myself from people who 
contradict the Bible and try to prove 
that it is inconsistent. Rather, I 
welcome their views with excitement 
because I believe without a doubt that 
the Bible is true and reliable.
I believe (on the basis of God’s 
word) that homosexuality is wrong 
(Leviticus 18:22; Romans 1:24-28;
Galatians 5:19). I do condemn the act, 
but I don’ t condemn the people 
involved in it. God does love us 
unconditionally, but God did not create 
us to be homosexual. Isn’ t the fact that 
God created two sexes some evidence 
to support that (Genesis 2:21-24)?
As for the single most important 
message Christ taught, I believe it was 
salvation (how we can have a relation­
ship with God) through His death on 
the cross for our sins and His resurrec­
tion. He said the greatest command­
ments were to love God with all your 
heart, mind and soul, along with love 
your neighbor as yourself. I ’ve failed 
to find where Jesus says self-love is 
most important
To address the issue of the reliabil­
ity o f the Bible. I challenge anyone to 
do an in-depth study on the history of 
the Bible. Find some unbiased evi­
dence and decide i f  it is reliable or not. 
I f  you do happen to Find evidence that 
Jesus isn’ t who he said he was, I would 
love to see it!
I ’d like to leave you with this 
question: How could something that
was written over a 1,600-year span, 
with over 40 authors from all walks of 
life, written in various places, be so 
consistent and harmonious on hun­
dreds of controversial subjects?
Garett Boese 
jun io r, health and physical 
education
Be prepared
Editor:
I would like to comment on the pic­
ture o f rafters on Page 6 o f the May 10 
issue o f the Kaimin. First, let me state 
that one of the Outdoor Program’s 
mottos is “ a tradition of fun since ’71.” 
We certainly encourage safe and envi­
ronmentally sound “ fun” in the great 
outdoors.
The picture showed three rafters 
with no lifejackets on and only 
wearing shorts.
A ll river runners should be aware of 
a few things though. Some type of life
See "Prepared," pg. 4
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For this is 
the word of us
God: Having power over people or na­
ture; a deity ... an idol.
Bible: The sacred book of Christianity... 
any book regarded as authoritative.
Manipulate; To alter for one’s own 
purposes.
No matter what questions, reservations, 
or affirmed beliefs I have had about God and 
religion throughout my life, I have always 
known one thing: I t ’s a positive source. 
Every Easter and Christmas and any time 
in-between that I was present in church -  
sleeping or attentive - 1 knew it was good to 
be there. It made you think good thoughts, 
because i f  nothing else, people were there 
because they sought a feeling of comfort, 
guidance and security. God is supposed to 
be the only purely good, totally accepting, 
protective and helpful presence. He’s agood 
guy. Or at least, he’s supposed to be.
Recently I ’ ve noticed that God and relig­
ion can be much more than a positive, 
comforting presence combined with an 
eternal reward for a charitable and dutiful 
life. God’s divine messages can be racist, 
sexist, and manipulated to rationalize 
anyone’s primitive, egotistical and self-ful­
filling thoughts. These words can mean 
whatever we say they mean; which kind of 
takes the divinity out o f His divine words.
People have made a multitude of biblical 
interpretations just this week to add validity 
to their personal beliefs:
“ God loves His children very much ... 
this doesn’ t mean he loves what they do. 
God’s real love... doesn’textend to peoples’ 
actions.”
“ Remember, God made Adam and Eve 
not Adam and Steve.”  (Wow, what a theo­
logian.)
“ I Corinthians 6:9(ish) ... neither the 
sexually immoral nor idolators nor adulter­
ers nor male prostitutes nor homosexual 
offenders nor thieves nor the greedy nor 
drunkards nor swindlers w ill inherit the 
kingdom o f God.”  WHOA, who’s left? 
These are the picople I see out every week­
end. These could be my friends. This could 
be me. DANG.
Myself, my family, and my friends are 
all very giving and loving people; many 
without strong religious beliefs. Is it more 
o f a sin to drink beer, laugh, dance, play, 
kiss, and have questions about life and death 
and God’s existence, or to k ill a pierson, go 
to prison for 12 years, find a niche with God, 
redeem your soul, and be baptized into 
born-again Christianity?
Which person gets to the Kingdom of 
God?
I sort o f got an answer, I think, from a 
Bom-Again bellowing on campus Tuesday 
and Wednesday. “ You are bom in sin like 
all men and thus arc headed for hell.”  (All 
right!)
But ... you can be saved by becoming 
bom-again — unless you’re a woman. With 
the exception of this man’s pxx>r, subservi­
ent wife, all women are witches. Things 
were O.K., he said, when men ruled the 
world and women stayed home and had 
children.
Arc we doomed until women accept the 
implied subservient role that Eve was given 
by Adam? I mean is this where it first came 
from? If, in fact. Eve being made from 
Adam’s rib meant that she was to be ruled 
by him; does that mean that the real sin was 
that he was the one that gave into her? Is she 
the original witch? Is this where everything 
went wrong? What i f  God had made Adam 
and Steve, and then Eve -- would homo­
sexuals be able to find the biblical rationale 
that heterosexuals seem to have found? 
Probably.
The Bible, religion, and God’s messages 
were meant to be used positively, but 
something’s been lost in the translation. I ’m 
beginning to think that wherever I end up in 
my next life, there are going to be a lot of 
pxrople I know there. Including the people 
Paul listed in I Corinthians 6:9.
Lisa Fairbanks Is a junior 
In journalism
********
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Stearns says minority recruitment should concern next UM president
By Tom Walsh 
Kaimin Reporter
Minority recruitment is a major 
concern the next UM president must 
face, the sixth candidate to be inter­
viewed for the position said Wed­
nesday.
“I’m very concerned that only 2 
to 3 percent of college and univer­
sity students across the state are 
Native Americans and that almost 
half of them are freshmen,” said 
Sheila Steams.
“Within the first six months of 
my presidency, I would drive to 
every one of the tribal colleges” in 
Montana, said Steams, UM vice 
president for university relations.
“I would want to meet not only
f *1 ’m very 
■ concerned that 
only 2 to 3 percent 
of college and 
university 
students across 
the state are 
Native Americans 
and that almost 
half of them are 
freshmen.”
-  Sheila Stearns
with the college presidents, but the 
faculty and students -  to see what 
we can do to make transferring to
the university easier.”
She said she would also be seek­
ing suggestions as to how UM can 
retain Indian students once they are 
at the university.
Steams, in her second day of 
interviews on campus, said the most 
appealing aspect of the presidency 
is the responsibility to take charge 
of planning for UM’s future. 
“Creating a sense of focus for
this campus, for the next legislative 
session and the centennial, is an 
exciting prospect,” she said.
UM’s 1993 centennial, Steams 
said, will provide opportunities for 
fund raising and for educating 
people in the state about the value 
of higher education in Montana.
And, she said, planning for the 
event needs to begin as soon as the 
new president is selected.
“It may seem far away to some 
people,” she said, “but it seems to 
me like the day after tomorrow.” 
Steams said that being UM presi­
dent requires “ imagination, the 
ability to communicate and the 
ability to build consensus.”
Of the three, she said, building 
consensus is her strong point.
“I’m a leader who makes sure 
that people who need to be involved 
in decisions will be involved,” she 
said.
At one point, Steams was asked 
about her thoughts on UM’s image 
across the state as being “a bit too 
liberal.”
“That’s not as common a per­
ception as it once was,” she re­
sponded, “nor is it accurate.
“The university is a home for 
ideas, a home for free inquiry,” she 
added. “I wouldn’t want to be 
president of a university without 
controversy, without interesting 
ideas being pursued.”
S teams wil 1 travel to Dillon today 
for more interviews.
ASUM debates proposal for separate fee to cover stadium bond
By Laurel McDonald 
Kaimin Reporter
The ASUM Senate debated last night 
whether to propose a separate fee to cover the 
Washington-Grizzly Stadium bond payment 
rather than using auxiliary services funds to 
make payments.
ASUM President Chris Warden said stu­
dents are paying the bond through auxiliary 
services fees.
“Students shouldn’t be paying for the 
stadium bond,” he said, adding if the admini­
stration wants payment from students, then 
the bond should be covered by a separate 
student fee.
Dean of Students Barbara Hollmann said
“the university is obligated to pay that bond” 
and as originally proposed, the bond was to 
be paid in part by a 50-cent tax on UM 
Grizzly basketball and football tickets. But 
the tax is not covering the payments, she said.
Hollmann said auxiliary services fees are 
being used to pay the bond because they were 
“cross-pledged” to meet payments in case the 
ticket tax failed.
But Warden said with money being “si­
phoned” from the auxiliary pool, campus 
maintenance and repairs have been neglected.
Dennis Small, a graduate student in public 
administration, said when the stadium was 
built, students “were promised that student 
fees would not be used” in payment and 
should not be volunteered by ASUM in a
separate fee.
Larry Watson, president of the Alliance 
for Disability and Students at UM and also a 
member of the auxiliary services committee, 
said after the meeting he was surprised to see 
the issue come up on ASUM business. He 
said to his knowledge the committee had 
never been approached with the idea for 
separate fees to pay the stadium bond. ASUM 
should “take it to the student body and get 
their vote” on the increase—they deserve that 
right, Watson said. No action was taken on 
the issue.
In other business the senate discussed a 
proposed Health Service fee increaseof $4.50, 
which would raise the fee to $53.50 per 
student.
Richard Curtis, the health service account­
ing specialist, said the fee will cover in­
creased medical equipment costs and help 
create more competitive personnel salaries.
Curtis said money that accumulates from 
the increase could also be used as backup 
during the critical years of getting the pro­
posed self-funding insurance program off the 
ground.
After the meeting Warden said he doesn’t 
understand how a Health Service fee increase 
will cover increased operating costs and be a 
backup to a new insurance program.
“You can’t do both those things with that 
pool of money,” Warden said, adding that the 
proposed increase is based on assumptions. 
The senate will vote on the proposal next 
week.
New Nicaraguan government reaches tentative agreement with labor leaders
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) 
—  The beleaguered new govern­
ment of President Violeta Barrios 
de Chamorro reached tentative 
accord with Sandinista labor lead­
ers Wednesday to end some of the 
crippling strikes by government 
employees.
But most of her 3-week-old 
administration remained frozen by 
the walkouts, and suffered a further 
blow Wednesday when President
Bush said that legally his admini­
stration cannot provide $40 million 
she sought in emergency loans.
Bush told a news conference in 
Washington that Nicaragua is 
“ absolutely bankrupt,” but said of 
Mrs. Chamorro’s request for a loan 
to get her through the immediate 
financial crisis: “ I can’t provide 
that, because the Nicaraguans have 
no assured means of repayment.”
Cardinal Miguel Obando y 
Bravo told reporters before meet­
ing with former President Daniel 
Ortega: “ Thesituationofourcoun- 
try is very difficult. I invite all our 
brothers to try to solve our prob­
lems through conversation, to avoid 
bloodshed, acts of violence.”
The two met behind closed doors 
at the prelate’s residence.
“ I believe it is not a matter of
measuring forces and staging coups, 
but about trying to give an answer 
to the workers,’ ’ Ortega said before 
the meeting.
Ortega headed the Sandinista 
Front government, which came to 
power after ousting the U.S .-backed 
dictator General Anastasio Somoza 
in 1979, but was defeated by Mrs. 
Chamorro in the February elections.
“ The Front has to be clear, it
m ui# . i
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supports the workers, condemns 
abuses and calls on the government 
to negotiate and to act in a thought­
ful manner to seek the country’s 
stability,”  he said.
Chamorro administration offi­
cials said they inherited an econ­
omy ravaged by years of U.S. eco­
nomic sanctions and Sandinista rule, 
with only $3 million left in the 
treasury, and an $ 11 billion foreign 
debt. More than 30,000 Nicaraguans 
died during 10 years of fighting 
among Sandinista government 
troops and the U.S.-supported 
Contras.
Department of Drama/Darx e 
School of fine Arts
p O O f
» JJAFY BOCX 
— 5MLLDON HAXMCX
T h e P resid en t’s L ecture Series  
1989-90
Vine Deloria
Professor of Political Science, University of Arizona
l a w ,  History and Real i ty”
T hursday, May 17, 1990 
8:00 p.m. Urey Lecture Hall
MATINEE PERFORMANCE
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MAyn-v
Nightly at M 0  p m  
TK-rr-c-z im h o  
DC Ticket Office
V fetetn Federal Savings Southside 
Warden s Market
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Prepared--------
from page 2.
jacket is required for each person 
on a boat in a Montana river.
Some government agency rivers 
require them to be worn in other 
states. Montana is still the home 
of the free.
Second, the water is very cold 
on our rivers in the spring. The air 
temperature may be 70 degrees, 
but if the water temperature is 40 
degrees immersion hypothermia 
is a very real possibility. Lastly 
most drownings in our area 
typically involve males 18 to 26 
years of age, absence of a life 
jacket and alcohol.
I would suggest wearing life 
jackets at all times while running 
rapids, being prepared for the 
possibility of a cold water swim 
and using alcohol in moderation 
(if at all while on the river).
This is not intended to be a 
lecture, the guys in the picture 
certainly looked as if they were 
enjoying themselves. These are a 
few things one may want to be 
aware of, novice or expert “Go 
forth ye prepared, and have yeself 
a good time.”
Dudley Improta 
Cam pus Recreation and 
Outdoor Programs
Write your 
legislators
Editor:
The regime in mainland China 
just announced that it had 
released 211 jailed dissidents. 
Another “cosmetic” gesture -- just 
like the lifting of martial law last 
January. It’s a farce. Under 
martial law, in a tyranny, lies just 
more martial law.
Of course, the calculating 
butchers will not do anything 
aimlessly. They “lifted” the 
martial law right before Congress 
tried to override Bush’s veto of 
the Emergency Chinese Immigra­
tion Relief Act of 1989. They 
made it. The Senate sustained the 
veto. This time, they put on 
another show hoping Congress 
will not withdraw Most Favored 
Nation (MFN) status for them.
MFN trade status for mainland 
China is going to expire on June 
3,1990, one day before the anni­
versary of the Beijing Massacre. 
The despot, as well as many busi­
nessmen, would like to be 
“business as usual.” However, the 
United States should definitely 
withdraw MFN trade status for 
the current tyranny in mainland 
China.
We cannot ignore what hap­
pened in mainland China. And we 
cannot avoid calling it by its 
name: a massacre by the army of 
unarmed citizens who wanted 
nothing more than freedom. The 
“kowtow” foreign policy adopted 
by the Bush Administration has 
proved its failure. The Chinese 
Communists did not react to 
kindness with kindness. They 
reacted with a kick in the Ameri­
can shin. In spite of the “cos­
metic” gestures, mainland China 
remains a totalitarian state under 
a handful of gerontocrats.
It is time for a new assessment 
The United States should retake 
her moral courage and tell the 
Chinese Communists that if they 
want to be included in the 
international club, they have to 
follow the club rules, e.g., basic 
human rights. Why align the U.S.
so closely with hard-liners whom 
their successors may denounce as 
monstrous killers?
Please urge your representa­
tives not to support the renewal of 
Most Favored Nation (MFN) 
trade status for the People’s 
Republic of China. Please write 
to:
Representative 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515
Senator
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20515
Kin-ming Liu 
junior, philosophy and 
liberal arts
Into decay
Editor:
I am writing in reproof to that 
cancerous section of society com­
posed of homosexuals and their 
heterosexual admirers.
I, for one, do not apologize for 
being offended by extreme per­
versity. That homosexuality is ab­
normal is obvious. A scientific 
report to back that claim is 
simply not needed.
Ideally, sexually imbalanced 
persons should be shown com­
passion and be cared for by the 
religious and psychiatric commu­
nities. When a person is so 
misguided as to feel compelled to 
engage in sexual intercourse with 
a member of his/her own sex, 
then this should be seen as a 
serious condition, and immediate 
help given. In such cases, there 
would be no hate or fear, only 
sympathy and forgiveness.
Instead, politics has forced this 
malady out of the hospitals and 
into the streets. Here there has 
been much noise to make 
homosexuality an accepted, even 
dignified way of life. This is a 
terrible tragedy because hetero­
sexuals who embrace that 
thinking are only condemning the 
sick to a life with little chance of 
a cure.
We now have a serious 
situation occurring where, 
because resistance is so weak, 
gays have gained much accep­
tance and political strength. The 
really strange thing is that they 
use such brilliant arguments.
Such as: “We are human also!” 
Okay, I agree. They probably are. 
So what?
The fact is, that no matter 
what they claim, homosexuals 
who do not confess and attempt 
to forgo their sins are unrepent­
ant, and are therefore seen 
unfavorably in the eyes of God. 
There is no possible way an 
unrepentant homosexual can be a 
Christian. At least, according to 
the Bible.
My point is this: Montana 
doesn’t have to be a California. 
Let’s say “no” to Lambda and all 
the other resident gays. We must 
not support these people in any 
way. If we do, we will reap the 
rewards of an immoral or, worse 
yet, amoral society, and our 
nation will be led that much 
further into decay.
Strom Snyder 
freshman, general studies
Clarity
Editor:
I would like to clarify a state­
ment I made to Melanie Threlkeld
in her story on the proposed Wil­
derness minor at UM, found in 
the May 1 issue of the Kaimin.
The quote -  that I felt the regents 
were expressing a “political” un­
certainty was accurate as I 
remember the conversation.
Unfortunately, because I was 
imprecise, the statement could be 
interpreted as a suggestion that 
partisan politics (rather than a 
concern for people’s relationships 
in a community) had been 
injected into the discussion. This 
possible implication is both 
inappropriate and unintentional.
While issues are often and 
properly viewed differently, we 
are all working together and with 
sincerity on the agenda of higher 
education and on other. I apolo­
gize for my carelessness.
Elsie Redlin 
regent
Thanks
Editor:
As I enter my final week as a 
student at the University of Mon­
tana, I write an open letter to the 
members of the university com­
munity. I have never in my seven
years at this institution done this, 
not as an undergraduate student in 
history nor as a graduate student 
in law, but now, I do so because 
I’ve incurred some debts.
Thanks first and foremost to 
Cheryl in the Controller’s Office, 
to Morgan, Marilyn, Leslie and 
the others in the Financial Aid 
Department; your job was never 
easy, but you managed to do it 
well and that’s commendable.
Thanks to UM Health Service, 
you kept me healthy in so many 
ways. To the UM Mansfield Li­
brary staff and faculty I say well 
done; I was always impressed 
with your care in making sure 
students could find what they 
need for research.
To the many professors who 
challenged and inspired me 
throughout my undergraduate 
years, thank you. In particular, I 
thank Dr. Richard Drake and the 
entire UM History Department; I 
was fortunate to attend a school 
where professors cared about the 
integrity of their students. Thanks 
to Professor Julie Codell, I only 
took one class. Art 389, from you, 
but you are a great instructor 
who inspires students.
In addition, thanks to the
students, some traditional and 
some not, who were my friends 
and companions throughout, I 
couldn’t have done it without 
you.
Finally, it’s time to thank the 
students, staff secretaries, 
librarians and professors at the 
University of Montana School of 
Law. I need to thank one profes­
sor in particular. Professor Marge 
Brown, for her intellect, respect 
and kindness. It’s too close in 
time though to be entirely happy 
about my experience over the last 
three years as a student at UMLS, 
but I ’m sure, in a short time, I 
will recall fondly the people I 
spent time with and the time that I 
spent as a law student here.
I will close by saying I’ve 
learned a lot in seven years at the 
university. One lesson though 
stands out in a week which has 
seen letters to the editor which 
focus on the prejudices and hate. 
The lesson simply stated is this: 
accept and respect people for who 
they are, not what you would 
want them to be.
David P. Sheldon 
third year, law
THE
KMURLEN AND MIKE 
MANSFIELD CENTER
THE 1990 MANSFIELD CONFERENCE
E t h i c s  <Sl P u b l i c  A f f a ir s
The
Public Trust
and
Private Interests
May 20 &  21, 1990
W ALTER F. M ONDALE
Former vice president of the U nited Suites, U  S senator, and candidate for president o f the United States
“ T ensions B etw een the Public  T ru st and  Private In te res ts  in 
A m erican  P o litics”
S u n d a y , M ay  20, 7:30 p .m .
MICHAEL J. SANDEL
Professor of government at Harvard U nivenity, political philosopher and author o f L iberalism  a n d  th e  
L im its o f  Justice
“ T h e  N atu re  o f  th e  Public T ru st and Private  In te re s ts”
M o n d a y , M ay 21, 10 a.m .
RALPH N A D E R
Citizen advocate, founder o f the consumer rights movement in A merica, author and crusader for the 
public interest
"P ro te c tin g  th e  P ublic T ru s t"
M o n d a y , M ay 21, 3 p .m .
PAUL VOLCKER
Chairm an o f the Commission on Public Service and former 
chairman o f the Federal Reserve System, with 
30 years o f public service
" T h e  Public T ru st and P ublic Service”
M o n d a y , M ay 21, 7:30 p.m .
A ll lectures are free , open  to the pu b lic , an d  w ill  be presen ted  in the ^  
M on tan a  T h ea tre  o f  the Perform ing A r ts /R a d io  T elev isio n  C e n ter  
a t the U n ivers ity  o f M on tan a .
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Director says it's not easy to get speakers
Mission: Find the best people in the world to 
speak on ethics and public affairs or modem 
Asian affairs and bring them to UM for a free 
public conference.
Impossible? Sometimes, says Paul Lauren, di­
rector of the Maureen and Mike Mansfield Cen­
ter.
Lauren, with help from others, 
is responsible for organizing the 
university’s annual Mansfield 
Conference titled this year “The 
Public Trust and Private Inter­
ests.”
The conference is named for 
Montanan Mike Mansfield, for­
mer Senate Majority Leader and 
ambassador to Japan.
This year’s conference is Sun­
day, May 20 and Monday, May 
21 in UM’s Montana Theater.
Speakers are former Vice 
President Walter Mondale, 
Michael Sandel, Harvard Univer­
sity professor of government, 
consumer advocate Ralph Nader 
and Paul Volcker, former chair­
man the Federal Reserve System 
and chairman of the U.S. Com­
mission on the Public Service.
Mondale opens the conference 
at 7:30 p.m. Sunday with his
speech ‘Tensions Between the 
Public Trust and Private Interests 
in American Politics.” Sandel’s 
lecture, “The Nature of the Public 
Trust and Private Interests” is at 
10 a.m., Monday. Nader speaks at 
3 p.m., Monday on “Protecting 
the Public Trust” and Volcker 
closes the conference at 7:30 
p.m., Monday with his lecture 
“The Public Trust and Public 
Service.”
Lauren says the center decided 
to begin the conference on 
Sunday this year to make it more 
available to the public.
Speakers are chosen, Lauren 
says, based on the subject of the 
conference. But not everyone has 
accepted the invitation, he adds.
The focus of the conference is 
on ethics and public affairs or 
modem Asian affairs.
ADSUM  / SAE
WHEELCHAIR BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT 
A benefit Tournament to assist wheelchair ballplayers
Event: M ay 21-24 • F ee $50
Entry blanks due May 18 at the Chamber of Com­
merce. Entry blanks available at ADSUM office 
University Center, Campus Recreation Field House 
201, Chamber of Commerce VanBuren and Front.
%TwxrrrW
For More Information 
Call 243-2635
WALTER MONDALE RALPH NADER
L
MICHAEL SANDEL
“Everything that the Mansfield 
Center does is related to one of 
these two subjects. That’s the 
mission.” Then, Lauren asks the 
question: Who are the best people 
in the world to speak on this?
It’s important to bring a 
variety of speakers including 
liberals and conservatives, 
Democrats and Republicans, 
Lauren says.
Every conference has been 
controversial, says Lauren, and 
modem Asian topics are known 
to provoke emotion and debate.
“We work very hard to bring 
people with different points of 
view,” he says.
The conference began in 1984 
and was titled “The China Hands
PAUL VOLCKER 
Legacy.”
The featured speaker, John 
Paton Davies, was a former 
foreign service officer in China.
Following the ’84 conference, 
the Mansfield Center was given a 
$250,000 gift by the Burlington 
Northern Foundation to support 
an annual public conference on 
the UM campus.
“We’ve always been very 
grateful to them for that,” Lauren 
says.
Highlights of past conferences 
include last year’s session on 
“Human Rights in China” that 
brought ABC’s “Nightline” with 
Ted Koppel to campus, via 
satellite, to speak to former 
political prisoner Cheng Nien and
10TH YEAR ANNIVERSARY 
MOUNT ST. HELENS
GEOLOGIST STEVE AUSTIN, PH.D.
LECTURE & SLIDE SHOW 
MAY 17 - U.M. SCIENCE COMPLEX 
RM. 131, 7:00 P.M.
MAY 18 • CMA CHURCH - 7:00 P.M.
★ ADMISSION FREE ★
"I
e work very 
hard to bring 
people with 
different
points of 
view."
-Paul Lauren, director 
of Maureen and Mike 
Mansfield Center
leading Chinese dissident Liu 
Binyan, who were both speaking 
atUM.
Cheng Nien has been the only 
woman to speak at a Mansfield 
Conference.
In 1986, former President 
Jimmy Carter spoke to a crowd of 
5,000 in Adams Field House on 
“The Search for a Moral Vision in 
Foreign Policy.”
“He was just great,” Lauren 
says.
Lauren declined to say how 
much the speakers are paid to 
come to UM for the conference, 
but said it is “very little.” At 
times, Lauren adds, even the most 
modest amount of money paid to 
the speaker has been returned to 
the Mansfield Center.
Lauren says the speakers 
accept the invitation to speak at 
the conference because “they like 
to be a part of the Mansfield 
Center” and many of them have 
personal friendships with Mike 
Mansfield. Many, Lauren adds, 
find coming to Montana intrigu­
ing.
Mansfield has yet to attend one 
of the conferences and his 
involvement in choosing the 
speakers is limited. Lauren says,
“I consult and correspond with 
him and (Mansfield) will some­
times provide suggestions.”
Each year since the conference 
began, one poster promoting the 
conference is framed and given to 
Mansfield. Another is hung in 
the Mansfield Center Seminar 
Room. The room serves as a 
reminder of the nationally and 
internationally known lecturers 
who have been a part of the 
Mansfield Conference.
-Melanie Threlkeld 
Kaimin Reporter
4004.
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Work 
together
Hunters, environmentalists 
should stop stereotyping
I know when readers see 
a strange headline in the 
sports section of the Kaimin 
or my name on a column, 
they expect to see a 
humorous article --or a poor
Column
By Nathan J. Olson
attempt at a humorous 
article. But after reading an 
article in the Missoulian 
yesterday I felt compelled 
to write something on a 
more serious note.
The article in question 
was about environmental 
activist John Lilbum, who, 
along with 10 other 
activists, decided to 
interrupt a controversial 
bison hunt last March at 
Horse Butte, just outside 
Yellowstone National Park.
No one can disagree that 
environmentalists have 
made unprecedented strides 
in protecting the environ­
ment in recent years, but 
I’m afraid I can’t see the 
rationale in Lilbum’s 
actions.
Lilbum is challenging 
the hunter harassment 
statute under the Civil 
Rights Act. In the Mis­
soulian article Lilbum’s 
lawyer, Noel Larrivee, said 
that under Montana law, 
“speech is a criminal a c t” 
He also said, “If I meet you 
in the parking lot before 
you go out hunting and talk 
to you about my objections 
to the hunt, I can be 
charged with a crime.”
If this is true, maybe the 
hunter harassment statute 
needs to be changed, but 
not if it means that hunters
See "W ork," pg. 8.
Correction:
The Kaimin incorrectly re­
ported that registration for a 
wheelchair basketball tournament 
sponsored by ADSUM would 
close on Thursday. Groups are 
allowed to enter until Friday, and 
the fee for playing in the tourna­
ment is $50.
2 Lady Griz in running for heptathlon title
UM SOPHOMORE Mindy Johnson arches to clear the high jump bar. Johnson, along with 
teammates Jean McNulty and Alane Schwartz competed In the heptathalon In the Big Sky 
Conference championships which started Wednesday.
By Joe Kolman 
Sports Reporter
Montana has two competitors 
in the hunt for the heptathlon title 
after four events in the Big Sky 
Conference track and field cham­
pionships at Domblaser Field.
Senior Jean McNulty and sopho­
more Mindy Johnson are in second 
and sixth place in a field of nine 
competitors.
“They all had solid all-around 
days and should be in the hunt 
tomorrow,” said UM assistant track 
coach Anne Phillips.
McNulty finished the day with 
2,907 points, just 140 shy of Amber 
Welty of Idaho State University. 
Johnson tallied 2,701 points in the 
day, and M ontana’s Alane 
Schwartz came in sixth with 2389.
Even though Welty finished the 
day in first place, Phillips said she 
was not in top form, which helped 
McNulty stay close. Phillips also 
said she was confident about 
McNulty’s ability to win the hep­
tathlon.
“She had a phenomenal day 
today, and she will come out 
stronger the second day,” Phillips 
said.
One event McNulty is favored 
to win is the javelin. She has the 
Big Sky’s best throw of the season
TODAY COLUMN
Thursday, 
May 17,1990
Geologist Steve Austin, Ph.D., will be 
showing his spectacular collection ol 
pictures on the Mount St. Helens 
explosion in a  slide and lecture presen­
tation marking the 10th anniversary ot 
Mount St. Helens' explosion. The 
lecture and slide presentation will be 
shown at 7p.m. tonight at the UM 
Science Complex room 131. Call 728- 
7297 for details. Admission is free.
The week of May 14-20 is College 
Rodeo week in Missoula, as  desig­
nated by Mayor Dan Kemmis. The UM 
spring rodeo wiH be held at the 
Missoula County fairgrounds May 18. 
19 and 20. Advance tickets are on sale 
in the UC Thursday and Friday. Look 
for the ticket table In front of the UC 
Market. Tickets are $4.00 in advance
W algreens Drug will send one 
representative to the Career Services 
Office to interview Pharmacy under­
graduates for SUMMER IfTTERN- 
SHIPS and graduates for FULL TIME 
positions today. Students may sign up 
for individual interviews at the counter 
In room 148 of the Lodge
Narcotics Anonymous (A A.) will meet 
today at 12 noon at the UC.
The Physical Therapy M assage Clinic 
will be held through May 22. Sign up 
for appointments in the UC Mall 
between the hours of 11 am and 3 pm 
this week.
Reserve this sp ace  
Call 243-6541
at 143 feet, 6 inches. Phillips said 
McNulty should win the javelin 
“easily.”
Johnson, McNulty and Schwartz 
finished sixth, seventh and ninth in
Do you want to work 
with a Macintosh 
Computer System?
Apply now at the 
Montana Kaimin for 
the following 
199 0 -  1991 
production 
positions:
PRODUCTION 
MANAGER
ASSISTANT
PRODUCTION
MANAGER
Pick up applications at 
Journalism 206. 
Completed application are 
due at Noon on Tuesday, 
May 22,1990.
the first event, the 100-meter 
hurdles.
National-qualifierWelty won the 
high jump, clearing 5-9.75.
McNulty nabbed second, clear-
Pboto by Pufp Mikciioc
ing 5-6.75 -- her best jump of the 
season.
Johnson bowed out at 5-2, which
See "Title," pg. 8.
COUPON
<Crofilanna
15 TANS FOR $30
(with this coupon)
HOURS: M - F 9-8
SAT. 1 0 - 4
Expires JUNE 1, 1990
M idas and the Bridge
Z/
Friday, May 18 8:00 p.m.
Copper Commons 
Students - $3.00 General - $5.00
Appointments can be 
made at P.T. Table in 
U.C. Mall Mon. - Fri. 
May 14 - 18 
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
243-4753
PHYSICAL THERAPY M ASSAGE CLINIC  
MAY 16, 17, 21, 22
Are you a MESS from STRESS? 
Does your NECK feel like HECK? 
Take a BREAK from the ACHE?
Then come to the
Now hiring at the Montana Kaimin for . . .
Fall Quarter
JOBS
Reporters............ . . .$210/mo. Arts Editor.............. $240/mo.
Copy Editors . . . . . .$ 190/mo. Feature Editor......... .$240/mo.
News Editors . . . . .  .$290/mo. Sports Editor............ .$240/mo.
Managing Editor. . . .$290/mo. Sports Reporter . .  . . .$ 190/mo.
Photographers. .. . . .  $ 190/mo. Photo Editor............ . $ 2 10/mo.
Colum nists...................$50/mo.
Pick up application in Journalism 206. Completed applications are due at noon on Tuesday. May 22, 1990.
Classifieds May 17, 1990
P erson als
Hxlf off on fifty-teven product! at ihe UC Maika! 
Open until 10pm aeven day* a week. 5-17-1
Republican Baibeajue Friday 6pm at 220 Daly. 
Everyone ta invited. 5-17-1
Huge YARD SALE to benefit the Miaaoula 
Green! Satunlay, May 19, 8 a.m.-lpjn., 235 
E.6«h. 5-17-2
“Shkttette" - Happy Birthday! . . . The Party 
begmi on the 7th. All my love. - “Da Shluff." 
5-17-1_________________________________
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? 
Jo there anytime from Seattle or SFO for no more 
than $269, from Minnesota far $229, or from the 
East Coast for no more than $160 with AIRHTIT'H 
(l), (al repotted in Consumer Reporta, NY Times, 
ALet'aGo!) For details, call: 212-864-2000 or 
write AIRHrrCH, 2790 Broadway, Ste 100, New 
York, NY 10025.
5-17-1_________________________________
STO P ACADEMIC DIFFICULTY! SPECIAL 
HELP SESSIONS EVERY MONDAY 12:1*- 
1:M, LA 105. BRING YOUR CATALOG, 
LUNCH, A FRIEND. Questions answered on 
advance registration and general eds. 243-2835 
for more Information. 5-17-2.
Planaheadtoaavetime&MONEY. Get on our 
courtesy mailing list to stay notified of lowest 
fares. Travel Connection, 549-2286. 5-16-3
Eary rummer money Donors needed. Earn up to 
$100.00 per wedc, average $40 - $60 per week. 
Healthymalea 18-35 years old. Scrceningincludes 
flee semen analysis A  health testing. Be a part of 
the only cryobank in the state. For more 
information, call Sam at 728-5254, Tues-Thur. 
8-5. 5-15-12
Pregnant? Need help? Free pregnancy test. 
Confidential. Birthright. 549-0406. 10-31-90
Help W anted
“ATTENTION: EASY WORK EXCELLENT 
PAY! Assemble products at home. Details. (1) 
602-838-8885 Ext. W-4066” 5-16-3
“ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING 
BOOKS! $32,000/year income potential. Details. 
(1) 602-838-8885 Exl Bk-4066.” 5-16-3
“ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS! S un SI 1.41/ 
hour! For application info, call (1)602-838-8885 
Exl. M-4066, 6am-10pm, 7 days/’ 5-16-3
Permanent part-time auditors needed. 10 key by 
touch required. Starting pay, S5.00/hr. 549-1431. 
Western Inventory. 5-16-7
Are you tired of school7 Out of money? Do you 
have excellent childcare experience? Have you 
considered W HITE HOUSE NANNIES? 
Transportation paid, families screened IN 
PERSON, excellent salary for minimum one-year 
commitment. For assistance, call Helen at 
549-1622. 5-17-1
Articulate and enthusiastic people to join the field 
and fundraising staff of the campaign to re-elect 
Sen. Max Baucus. Must be able to travel extensively 
and work through September 1, 1990. $200 plus 
per week. If interested, stop by the UC from 10-3,
May 22-25. or call Page at 585-2453. 5-17-5
Responsible team to share assistant management 
duties at small motel near university. Wages, 
furnished apartment. Everything paid. Resume, 
suite 222, 1516 Brooks. Missoula, MT 59801. 
5-17-1
Applications for Spring and Summer catering 
employment are now being accepted in the 
University Center, second floor. Apply in person. 
5-15-4
Limited Summer job openings in Glacier Park. 
Clerks/cashiers in gift shops. Write: West Glacier 
Mercantile, Box 398, West Glacier MT. 59936. 
Attn: Bill Lundgren. Include mailing address, 
phone, references. 5-15-5
HIRING IMMEDIATELY: Delivery drivers. 
Flexible hours, PT or FT, nights or days. Apply at 
Pickle-O-Pete’s, 5th & Higgins. 5-15-4
Waiter Must be neat and clean in appearance. 
1 5 -20  hours/week. Apply in person. Curley’s 
Broiler, 2915 Brooks. 5-15-4
We are getting fabulous live-in jobs every day 
from everywhere in the country, with families who 
travel. Pay very well and allow ample time for 
school. Some will even pay tuition! HEARTLAND 
NANNIES, 542-0241. Also, positions for married 
couples and companions to elderly. 5-11-6
Articulate and enthusiastic people to join the field 
and fundraising staff of the campaign to re-elect 
Sen. Max Baucus. Must be able to travel extensively 
and work through September 1, 1990. $200 plus 
per week. If interested, stop by the UC from 10-3, 
May 14-16, or call Kristen at 549-8902. 5-11-4
Summer Children’s Program needs two male 
counselors. StartsJunell. Experience in recreation 
or child care preferred. Call the Salvation Army, 
549-0710. 5-11-5
Wanted: Child care for our infant, in our home, 10- 
15 hours/week. Need reliable transportation. $3.50/ 
hr, suiting mid-June. Call 728-9206. 5-8-8
VIGILANTE
MINI STORAGE
STUDENT
SPECIAL
For each 3 m o n th  P re p a id  
Rent, Receive 2 m o n th s  
FREE!
Prices S tarting  a t $10 a m o n th  
Valid M ay & June O nly
•  R esident C are  T aker
• Easy Access
5 4 9 -4 1 1 1
4 0 5 0  Hwy 10. W est 
M issou la
Serving U of M 
for 17 years.
S um m er  J o bs
IN
V ir g in ia  C ity , M T
Junm® 1 Through Scejpftcemmlbceir 3, 199(D) 
ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE!
•  Cooks
Clerks
•  H o u sek eep in g
• T ra in  Crew
•  W a it  S t a f f
•  A nd More! 
Call 8 4 3 -5 4 7 1
Nanny Opportunities - Salaries from $150-400/ 
week. Join the only successful nanny network and 
experience growth with a great family on the East 
Coast. For details call: Arlene Streisand, Inc 1- 
800-443-6428. Min. age 18, Min. 1 year 
commitment. 5-9-15
NANNIES required for East Coast families. Great 
working conditions. Evenings A weekends off. 1- 
yr. contracts. Airfare paid. No fee Min. $150.00/ 
week. More for experience CLASSIC NANNIES: 
1-800-663-6128. 4-18-19
ALASKA cannery and fishing employment 
opportunities. Secure that summer job. Save time 
and effort. Complete directory. (206)771-3811. 
4-18-17
For Sale
1984 Honda Civic DX, 5-speed, AM/FM cass., 
70,000 miles, burgundy, nice condition, leave 
message. 549-9332. 5-17-2
DELTA Air Pass go" •r'v S., Canada, Alaska. 
Expires 6/24/9C c Q V *  -* best offer. Call or
Automotive
1972 Toyota Land Cruiser 4x4, asking $1600. 
549-0048. 5-16-4
“ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED 
VEHICLES from $ 100. Fords. Mercedes, Corvettes, 
Chcvys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885 
Ext. A-4066." 5-16-3
Clothing
Want a unique summer outfit? GUATEMALAN 
NATURALS are hand woven of 100% cotton. 
Limited quantities. Thursday-Sunday only. 127N. 
Higgins. 543-4644. 5-17-1
Annual 1/2 price/$7. bag sale Missoula Used 
Clothing. 2005 South Avc. West. 543-5725. May 
23-26. 5-15-3
* cc.leave message a. vJ. o*33. 5-15-4
1986 Mustang GT. Air, power windows, tilt utd 
more. Only 49,000 miles. Call «nd see 721-6873. 
5-15-3
MUSTSELL!!! $600.00 Proline IBANEZ guitar. 
$250.00 TAKES IT! Steve Pyle, 251-3562, or 
leave message at 243-6541. Excellent con A! 
5-17-2
Panasonic Electronic Keyboard with sampling. 
Brand New! $45.00. Call Becky, 549-4621 or 
243-6541. 5-16-6
Custom Fender Stratocaster Electric Guitar, 
Excellent condition! Left handed, black body A  
natural wood neck. $375 or best offer. Call 
542-2612. 5-16-5
1974 Subant wagon. Needs work but runs. $500/ 
obo, 721-0389. 5-16-3
Queen-size waterbed, couch, table - best offer, 
549-5440. 5-16-3
386SX NEW $1750.00
1 MB RAM/DOS
40 MB HARD DRIVE
MONO MONITOR, VIDEO CARD
1.2 or 1.44 MB FLOPPY
1 YEAR WARRANTY/ MTS 406-442-7772.
5-8-16
Motorcycles
David, 251-5743. 5-16-3
For Rent
Summer renter needed. Nice one-bedroom 
apartment. Low monthly rent. Available June- 
August. 721-5011. 5-17-2
Nice one-bedroom apartment to sub-lease, June- 
SepL $225/month. All utilities paid! Furnished! 
549-2918. 5-16-2
NEED TO RENT STORAGE? TAT Rcnt-A- 
Space, 2615 Clark St., 728-6222. First come, first 
served. 5-15-12.
Needed to Rent
Two or more bedroom apt. or house. Sub-let, 
summer only, must allow children. Call 543-4503. 
5-16-4
Writer wishes to rent quiet house to work July- 
August. Prefer outside town. (213)859-1371. 
5-2-10
Roommates
Needed
Nice apartment, $ 150/month, all utilities paid, wash/ 
dryer, 549-3484. 5-17-4
Female. $112.50+ 1/2 low utilities. 2 blocks from 
campus. Starting June 1. 728-2804.
5-16-3
Female roommate to share nice apartment. $150/ 
month. 543-4203. 5-15-4
APPLY NOW FOR ONE OF 
THE BEST PAYING STUDENT 
JOBS IN TOWN!!
BE A KAIMIN ADVERTISING 
REPRESENTATIVE.
Pick up applications at Journalism 206. 
Completed applications due at Noon on 
Tuesday, May 22, 1990.
Picture & 
Poster Sale
Most posters & pictures 
are $6 & under 
(Prices range from 
$.5 0 - $35.00)
May 15 -18 
9 AM - 7 PM 
In the University 
Center Mall
Hundreds to ch oose from: 
P h o to g ra p h s  
Posters
Fine Art R ep roductions  
+ *  Foil Etchings 
S ou thw este rn  Art 
W estern  Photos 
*•* Wildlife Photos
Need 2 roommate* A S.A.P. Large 5 bedroom. 
South hill* house over looking city. Large yard, 
deck, and garage. $120.00 /month plus $90.00 
security deposit. 251-4519. Chn* or Bnan. 
5-1S4
Services
Need a mechanic you can trust? UM Student, 19 
yis. experience. All work guaranteed Reasonable 
rates, 251-3291. Ask for Bob. 5-16-2
T ranspo rta tion
Airline ticket from Missoula to LA. with stop in 
Salt Lake, leaves 7:05 am, June 12th. $125.00 
obo. 549-1312. 5-17-6
I need a ride to Sun Valley, Idaho, June 10-15th. 
Will pay 1/2 gas 728-8622. Ask for Mike. Please 
leave message. 5-16-2
Two airline tickets to NYC, one-way. CallJeanne, 
542-2310. 5-16-3
Typing
Word Processing, Editing. Expert services for 
manuscripts, theses, resumes, correspondence. The 
Text Professionals. 728-7337. 3-30-37
Fast Accurate Verna Brown 
543-3782. 3-29-38
Typing WP/Speilcheck, campus pick-up and 
delivery. Berta, 251-4125 . 5-17-1
Fast, efficient word processing with spell check. 
Carol Junkert, 5491051. 4-17-28
Frazzled by footnotes? Let Wordcraft Word 
Processing help. On-cam pus service. 549-4621. 
3-29-33
Scanning
Text or Graphics. High accuracy/resolution; low 
prices. $20 minimum. Copyrighted material 
requires permission. SCANCOMP 549-0251. 
3-30-24
Lost & F ound
Lost: Watch w/brown leather band. Please return 
to the Kaimin office, room J206. 5-17-2
Lost: Black umbrella in back aisle of underground 
lecture hall morning of Monday 14th. Please 
return to J. Brockic, 243-3571. 5-16-2
Lost: Baby green Iguana between Miller and 
Duniway. Reward, 243-3401. 5-16-2
Donald L. Smith - pick up your checkbook in Ij V 
101. 5-16-2
Found: Lady's maroon handbag. Identify and 
claim in LA 101. 5-16-2
Found: Black LA Gear watch. Identify and claim 
in LA 101. 5-16-2
Various sets of kets. Claim in LA 101. 5-16-2
Lost: Concordia College windbreaker at
Riverbowl One Diamond. White with maroon 
and gold piping. Please caU 243-3787. 5-16-2
Lost: Silver UM Geology class ring w/green 
stone. CaU Dave, 549-7480. 5-16-2
LOST ANYTHING? The Kaimin office has 
textbooks, notebooks, keys, glases, wallets, 
watches, calculators, coats and cups . . . claim 
yours at 206 Journalism. 5-2-15
GIVE SMOKING 
A KICK 
INTHEBUTT.
r »  R E C O R D  S A L E
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fiddler' characters arefutt o f humor and life
Watching the UM Department of Drama and 
Dance’s production of “Fiddler on the Roof is 
especially interesting in light of the current 
changes going on in the Soviet Union. The theme 
of the play is the tug and pull of traditional values 
and revolutionary ideals in prerevolutionary 
Russia. The theme seems very topical given the 
conflict between Glasnost and Leninism and the
Review
By John Firehammer
revolutionary struggles of the Russian colonies.
It’s hard to view the play without giving at 
least some thought to these recent events. But, if 
you’re in search of pure entertainment instead of 
a new light on current events, “Fiddler” provides 
one with fun, as well.
“Fiddler on the Roof” features wonderful 
songs such as “Matchmaker,” “If I Were a Rich- 
man,” and “Sunrise Sunset” and characters who 
are full of humor and life.
Foremost of these is Tevye, the dairyman of 
the village of Anatevka, who, through asides, 
guides the audience through his home and through 
the lives of members of his family. Tevye is 
played by James Caron, director of the Missoula 
Children’s Theater, who does a good job captur­
ing the warmth and humor of a Jewish father 
whose daughters test the traditions he struggles 
to uphold.
The three eldest of Tevye’s daughters fall in 
love and marry men without benefit of the local 
matchmaker-breaking with the traditional val­
ues of the village. Tevye is caught humorously 
by surprise by each of his daughters, but eventu­
ally he comes through-his love for his family 
stretching beyond secular tradition. He is hard­
est on Chava (Megan Folsom) the third eldest 
daughter who marries a gentile, but he eventu­
ally softens up to her near the close of the play. 
Folsom and Shannon Kelly and Colleen Campbell 
as the other two daughters who leave Tevye’s 
fold provide entertaining acting and solid sing­
ing.
One major negative point is Caron’s rendi­
tion of “If I Were a Rich Man,” which is well- 
sung, but seems to be interpreted incorrectly. 
The song is about Tevye’s greatest fantasy: to be 
rich. It seems that the song should capture the 
dairyman’s deepest hopes for himself and his 
family, but instead Caron comes across as being 
halfhearted, as though Tevye doesn’t even be­
lieve in his own greatest dream .This goes against 
the character’s personality, which is full of hope 
and humor through the rest of the play. This 
feeling comes mainly through Caron’s dancing
during the song, which seems self-doubting 
instead of wild and boisterous.
Another minor quibble is the strong accent 
Teresa Coombs applies to the character of Golde, 
Tevye’s wife. Coombs’ acting is strong and 
humorous, but, since she has many one-liners 
she comes dangerously close to entering Jackie 
Mason territory, which doesn’t seem appropri­
ate to the play.
But aside from these two weaknesses, this 
production of “Fiddler” is extremely well-acted 
and well-sung. A dream sequence with Tevye 
and Golde is technically impressive and well- 
choreographed. A scene featuring four dancers 
jumping and whirling while balancing wine 
bottles on their heads is another highlight.
The play is an ambitious project, featuring 
about 50 performers and wonderful sets de­
signed by Chris Frandsen. The musical accom­
paniment, provided by a quintet led by Steve 
Burgess, is excellent.
“Fiddler on the Roof” is directed by Jim 
Bartruff and runs through May 19 at 8 p.m. in 
the Montana Theater of the UM Performing 
Arts and Radio-TV Building. Tickets are $8 for 
students and $9 for the general public and are 
available at the U.C. Box Office and the Per­
forming Arts building box office.
Law professor 
to give last
D © 3 t h S  Witnesses said the victims talked
from page 1.
building.
Clevenger stumbled down the 
hallway before collapsing, wit­
nesses said. Boeder lay in the door­
way to the room. Both men were 
bleeding profusely.
Stephens
from page 1.
Bennett said that would be wrong.
“I have trouble with that whole 
notion that it should be expensive 
to put due process of law to work,” 
he said.
W ork---------------
to each other as they were being 
treated in the dorm and placed on 
stretchers.
The shooting occurred in 
Boeder’s room on the first floor of 
the dormitory. Clevenger was stay­
ing in the room only because he had 
had “ some sort of a conflict”  with
his regular roommate in the same 
dorm, Boyer said.
Shaken students and officials at 
the dormitory said they did not know 
what might have provoked the 
shootings.
James Hesterberg, another dorm 
resident, said he and Byers had
played video games in his room 
until after 1 a.m. He said Byers had 
been drinking and had a bottle of 
wine with him when he arrived.
“ He may have been a little 
drunk,” Hesterberg said. “ I really 
couldn’t tell. I didn’t pay a lot of 
attention.”
Bjomberg responded that the 
governor had not directly supported 
any such plan, calling it a “federal 
issue.”
“He is a bit concerned with the 
ease” with which “anyone with a
25-cent stamp” could stop develop­
ment, Bjomberg added.
Bjomberg said the Stephens ad­
ministration has been receptive to 
the environmental movement.
“I think the governor is inter­
ested in talking to responsible
people,” he said.
"The governor’s not shirking his 
duty and he’s not going to please 
J.V. Bennett on everything he’s 
doing,” Bjomberg said. “The cup­
board is not as bare as J.V. Bennett 
would like to think it is.”
from page 6.
and others can be put in potentially 
dangerous situations, such as the 
one that occurred between Lilbum, 
his fellow activists and the hunters.
In the story Larrivee went on to 
say the law prohibits any distur­
bance with intent to dissuade an 
individual from going through with 
a hunt. “You cannot say anything. 
What John is being prosecuted for 
is for talking to hunters,” Larrivee 
was quoted as saying.
No, Mr. Larrivee, what John is 
being prosecuted for is harassing 
hunters who legally obtained per­
mits to hunt bison.
T itle----------------
from page 6.
was good enough for fourth place, 
and Schwartz placed sixth at 5-1.
McNulty racked up another 
second place finish in the shot put 
with a heave of 36-10.25. Schwartz 
came in fifth, and Johnson finished 
in ninth place.
When the 200 rolled around at 
five o’clock, it was Johnson’s turn 
to take second place. She ran a 
26.52, one second Rachel Game of 
Northern Arizona. McNulty ran a 
27.12 for fifth place, and Schwartz 
finished in 28.34, earning eighth 
place.
The male decathletes finished 
their first five events yesterday. Two 
MSU Bobcats are fighting it out for 
the title in the event.
No UM athletes are competing 
in the decathlon.
The decathlon continues today 
at 1 p.m. with the 1 lOhurdles, while 
the heptathlon will pick up at 2 p.m. 
with the long jump.
Later in the article Lilbum said 
that the bison hunt “is not a hunting 
issue, but rather an ecosystem is­
sue.”
He is both right and wrong.
In earlier articles I have read, 
environmentalists were saying that 
it hasn’t been proved beyond a doubt 
that the bison actually have brucel­
losis. If this turns out to be true, then
Save 20% on
Lilbum is correct to say it is an 
ecosystem issue.However, Lilbum 
is wrong in saying that this is not a 
hunting issue. When people can’t 
go out in the field and partake in an 
activity (hunting) that they have 
been doing for thousands of years 
without being harassed, then it is an 
issue.
I think hunters, environmental­
ists and park officials need to get 
together and rationally discuss the 
present situation. They need to come 
up with some solutions acceptable 
to all sides. Hunters and environ­
mentalists also need to stop stere­
otyping each other and start work­
ing together if they are going to 
preserve the present wildlife popu­
lations.
lecture  y
Vine Deloria, a Univer­
sity of Arizona law and 
political science professor, 
will give the last lecture in 
this year’s President’s 
Lecture Series.
Deloria’s lecture, “Law, 
History and Reality,” is at 8 
p.m. today in the Harold C. 
Urey Lecture Hall.
Deloria is a member of 
the Standing Rock Sioux 
tribe of Fort Yates, N. D., 
and is former executive di­
rector of the National 
Congress of American 
Indians in Washington, D.
C.
He is author of the books 
“Custer Died for Your 
Sins,” “God is Red,” 
“Behind the Trail of Broken 
Treaties” and “Indians of 
the Pacific NorthwesL”
Deloria is the past chair­
man of the Institute for the 
Development of Indian Law 
in Washington, D.C., and 
serves on the Indian Com­
mittee of the American 
Civil Liberties Union in 
Denver. In addition, he is 
on the board of directors of 
the Foundation for the 
Preservation of American 
Indian Art and Culture in 
Chicago and a member of 
the advisory councils to the 
National Indian Youth 
Council in Albuquerque, N. 
M.
Deloria earned his law 
degree from the University 
of Colorado, a master’s in 
theology from Lutheran 
School of Theology in 
Chicago and a bachelor’s 
degree in general science 
from Iowa State University 
in Ames.
R E T S University of Montana
COLLEGE RODEO 
May 18,19 and 20
N if P R I N T S
Spring & Summer 
Collections Friday *7:00 p. 
Saturday • 3:00 p.m.
Sunday • 1:00 p.m.
Missoula Fairgrounds
Look for ticket table in UC 
TODAY & Friday.
COL'LD A SHRTSK 
.HAKE YOL GAY?
549-6966 
Corner of 3rd & Higgins 
Mon.-Frl. 9:30-8. Sat. 9-6. Sun. 11-5
C o rrection : The Segrets Sunprlnts logo was left oil the May 10th advertisement. 
The Kaimln regrets any Inconvenience this may have caused .
C o u ld  h o u rs  o f  p sy c h o th e ra p y  tu r n  y o u  in to  a 
h o m o se x u a l?
Y ou 'd  say, " O f  c o u rse  not!
M o st p e o p le  u n d e r s ta n d  w h a t's  n a tu ra l  fo r them  
selves, a n d  n o th in g ’s g o in g  to  c h a n g e  th a t.
M illio n s  o f  gay  A m e ric a n s  feel th e  sam e  w ay.
F o r th em , i t ’s ju st p la in  n a tu ra l  to  b e  gay.
S o  y o u  ca n  e ith e r  g o  o n  p re te n d in g  th a t  gays ca n  
" se e  a s h r in k  a n d  s tra ig h te n  ou t.
O r  y o u  c a n  d o  so m e th in g  h e a lth ie r:
.learn  to  live a n d  le t live.
I t ’s ju st w h a t th e  d o c to r  o rd e re d .
A M essage from
YOUR GAY AND LESBIAN
COMMUNITY
jComedy Night at the Top Hat
— presents — 
Marathon Man” of com edy
r -------------------sx -----------------------‘TheTfairSenders
$5.00 off any perm 
or
$5.00 Haircuts 
Kim  ~  Debbie —Deree
1245 North Ave. W. • 728-8344 • Across from M T Power
-----------S x -------------------- J
